Globe Spinner Card
Card Base: Misty Moonlight Cardstock - 20.85 X 21cm. Score at 10.5. Don’t fold in
half yet!
Two strips of scrap cardstock about 4 X 1cm - You will use this to attach your thread to
for the globe so it spins properly.
Whisper White – 10.5 X 14.3cm
DSP: World of Good DSP – I used the concentric circles and compass sheets
Brass foil and Pretty peacock blue foil.
Accessories: Thread or something similar for globe.
Dies: World Map Dies and Stitched shapes dies
Instructions
• Cut out both hemispheres from Brass foil and use the circle framelit in this set to
cut the blue foil X 2. Glue foil to both globes and set aside. Do NOT glue them
together yet!!
• Using the concentric circle DSP and the largest Stitched shape circle die, Cut the
centre from the DSP making sure it is centred correctly. (I had to measure about
11cm- 5.5cm from either side of gold centre and cut remaining cardstock off to
get it through my die cutting machine. I did not cut it the correct length at this
stage.) This centre piece will go inside your card behind the globes.
• Temporarily stick the compass paper to the outside of card and using the same
circle framelit, cut a circle in the middle of the front of the card. Remove DSP
from card for now. (You might have to run it through a couple of time for a clean
cut.)
• Fold your base front in half so it is an Z fold. Do the same with the DSP.
To make Spinner
The diameter of the circle is about 7.5 so you need to use enough thread or twine for the
spinner I suggest cutting it longer and then trimming it.
(The first time I made it I just taped the thread to the card base but found it slipped and
became loose, so I wrapped the thread around the strips of scrap CS and secured it firmly.
I then taped it with double sided tape on to the card stock on the outside of the card. This
gets covered over by the DSP)
Putting the Card together
• Once you have firmly attached the spinner thread to the outside of card, glue
compass DSP on top of it – lining up centre hole.
• Unfold front of card place the concentric circle DSP on the inside, lining up the
circles, so you can work out where it will go. Mark with a pencil and cut to size
and then glue in place.
• Back inside – Glue a piece of the left over concentric circle DSP – other side with
script - (13.9 X 9.5 cm) on to the Whisper White card stock and glue onto inside
of card.
• Close card and work out where you will place your cut-out concentric circle
centre. This is easiest done if you fold the card into Z shape again and place the

circle on the back section. Make sure you line up the lines. Finally glue the globe
in place – both hemispheres back to back. The globe should fit perfectly over the
centre of this cutout circle when it is closed.
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